Case Study:

Ham’s Well Service Inc.
Ham’s Well Service, a full-service oil well servicing company, was established during the 1960s in
Westhope, ND. As the oil industry has developed over the past 50 years, so has technology to assist in
day-to-day operations.
Like many oil companies in the US, Ham’s Well Service has grown to keep up with the oil boom
taking place in the Bakken. Every aspect of their business is growing from personnel, to additional fleet,
equipment, and rental equipment to their core business. The ability to know where equipment is when
needed for a job is critical for operational efficiency and a positive customer experience.
The challenge Ham’s Well Service faced is similar to other companies: They needed to know where their
equipment was when necessary for the next job. A solution was desired that gave employees quick access to
location of fleet and equipment, from any device, in near real-time with the ability to customize notifications.
Examples of notifications are equipment moving at odd hours and separation of grouped equipment.
“Prior to implementing ZulaFly’s Fuzion solution, numerous phone calls and trips were made driving
around looking for equipment,” stated Shane Bryans, Rental Equipment Manager at Ham’s Well Service.
ZulaFly worked with Ham’s to understand which fleet and capital assets needed GPS device placement so
the correct hardware could be implemented and the most beneficial data would be collected.
Ham’s has realized significant benefit in knowing where a piece of equipment is in a matter of seconds.
No longer does a crew member need to be dispatched to locate equipment. This has quickly proved to
save time and money. Another win for Ham’s Well Service is the newfound ability to prevent instances
where a piece of equipment sits at a repair shop and is forgotten until needed again. If a piece of
equipment is stolen or misplaced, the GPS devices installed provide location updates so the piece of
equipment can be recovered quickly.
Since most employees at Ham’s are always on the move, going back to the office to perform a quick
search on a PC for a piece of equipment is not feasible. Fuzion Mobile can be downloaded to an iPad®
or other communication device, giving them access at their fingertips to all fleet and equipment.
“The ROI will quickly be realized not only from a hard-dollar cost savings perspective, but from an
employee and customer satisfaction perspective,” said CEO of Ham’s Well Service, Daryl Andersen. Ham’s
is now able to guarantee equipment at job sites, as well as verify reports of crew behavior or timeliness
at job sites. This makes situations based on someone’s word much quicker and easier to confirm based
on non-biased information.
As oilfield business grows, so can accidents that occur on the job. “A key advantage to the system is
that in the event of an emergency, the location of crew or equipment is easily found and assistance will
know where to go with no mistakes, which will save time and lives,” mentioned Safety Director of Ham’s
Well Service, Rick Hulm.

